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      Nilfisk was founded on a vision of producing and selling products of the highest quality 

                worldwide. For more than a hundred years, Nilfisk has responded to the changing needs of 

                                   markets and customers with innovative products and solutions. Over the years, we have acquired

            companies to strengthen our footprints, and today we stand strong, together. We have united on the

                promise of being innovative and committed to deliver the best products available. Today, our founder’s vision

            has come true.

           The Nilfisk Group is headquartered in Denmark, and we have sales companies in 45 countries. With an additional strong 

 distributor network Nilfisk markets and sells its products through distributors in more than 100 countries. Our production 

 facilities are located in Asia, Europe and Americas.

Our products are primarily focused on the commercial cleaning market, which includes institutional and industrial customers, as well 

as professional contract cleaners. Main product lines are floorcare equipment such as professional scrubber-dryers and sweepers, vacuum

 cleaners, high pressure washers, and outdoor utility machines.

The products are sold under a wide range of brands, including our global brands Nilfisk and Viper, and a wide range of regional and 

local brands such as Advance, Clarke and Viper.   
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NILFISK
OVERVIEW

5,500 Employees

Product development is 
supported by 
approximately 3% of total 
turnover
Manufacturing facilities 
in 10 countries across 

More than 700 field 
employees

Total net sales mEUR 
918 (2014)

Sales entities in 45 
countries around the 
world
Products sold in 100 
countries

250 Engineers committed 
to product development
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THE RA40

The most innovative Clarke 
scrubber ever.

 MICRO RIDER SCRUBBER
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THIS COMPACT, HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE 20 INCH AUTOSCRUBBER IS DESIGNED TO ELEVATE THE 
CLEANLINESS, HEALTH AND SAFETY OF YOUR FACILITY TO THE NEXT LEVEL. EVERY
CUTTING-EDGE FEATURE- FROM THE ULTRA-SHARP TURNING RADIUS TO THE ONBOARD
CHEMICAL MIXING SYSTEM-HAS BEEN ENGINEERED TO THE HIGH PERFORMANCE AND 
RELIABILITY STANDARDS YOU HAVE COME TO EXPECT FROM CLARKE OVER THE PAST 100 YEARS!

SMARTFLOW

MACHINE OVERVIEW

SOLUTION CONTROL SYSTEM

       EXCELLENT 
MANEUVERABILITY 

FLEXIBLE CLEANING 
ADDRESS VARYING SOIL LEVELS

DESIGNED 
PROVIDE MAXIMUM 
CLEAN AND SAFETY

 MICRO RIDER SCRUBBER
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The SA40 Stand-On Scrubber will further enhance your cleaning productivity. Designed to deliver
reliable cleaning performance, the SA40 stand-on scrubber provides a flexible, extremely 
maneuverable and compact solution for small to medium size areas.

MACHINE OVERVIEW

COST EFFECTIVE CONSISTENT

  CLEANING

     MAXIMUM 

PRODUCTIVITY 

       TRUBLUE

SUSTAINABILITY 

THE SA40  STAND-ON SCRUBBER
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Designed to be rugged and versatile, Clarke’s new BSW 28 Sweeper has the performance for 
both hard floors and carpets. Featuring a 28 inch sweeping path, gel batteries, self propelled 
traction, and an active side broom that sweeps even the smallest debris and dust from the 
walls edge. The BSW 28 is very quiet and allows sweeping in noise sensitive areas. The BSW 
28 has been Green Certified by Clarke.

Rugged and 
versatile for carpet
and hard floor 
surfaces.

THE BSW28SWEEPER

CONSISTENT

  CLEANING

       TRUBLUE

SUSTAINABILITY 

 STAND-ON SCRUBBER

MACHINE OVERVIEW
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THE FOCUS  II
COMPACT AUTOSCRUBBER

Autoscrubbers with revolutionary 
BOOST Technology

Powerful motors will provide years of trouble free operation
 and optimal performance

BOOST Technology offers 70% reduction in water and 
chemicals and 40% increase in pad life.

A model to fill all application needs. L20 BOOST Orbital, S20 
and L20 disc.
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CLARKE
FEATURE MACHINES
This catalog highlights some of Clarke’s key machines and latest technology. Some additional equipment in the sweeper, vaccum and floor 

machine lines are below.

Building on Clarke’s 100 years of 

building durable, robust and effective 

cleaning equipment, the Clarke 

EX40™ 16ST and 18LX self-contained 

extractors provide you with a proven 

ability to clean carpets efficiently and 

rapidly.

The CFP Pro® 17 and 20 floor 

machines are rugged high powered 

machines built for years of use in a 

wide range of floor machine 

applications. 

he CarpetMaster 200 Series Dual 

Motor Uprights are available in 

three sizes, 12, 15, and 18 inches. 

Designed with the operator in 

mind, we focused on ergonomics, 

durability, and reliability.

The newest member of 

Clarke’s soft floor line is the 

Comfort Pak back pack 

vacuum. It features an 

ergonomic frame that was 

designed by backpackers 

for support and stability, 

lightweight, easy to maneuver, 

with an easy 

mess-free bag change. 

EX40™ 16ST & 18LX
SELF CONTAINED EXTRACTOR

CARPETMASTER
SERIES

CFP PRO® 17 & 20
FLOOR MACHINE

COMFORT PAK
BACKPACK VACUUM

COMPACT AUTOSCRUBBER
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SMALL
SCRUBBERS

WALK BEHIND 
SCRUBBER

CA30™ 17E

BATTERY MICRO
SCRUBBER

 

MA30™ 13B

The battery powered Clarke MA30™ 13B micro 

scrubber delivers the cleaning performance you 

require in the compact size you need. Dirt and 

even small debris are easily removed from the 

floor with its single pass sweeping, scrubbing 

and drying capabilities, efficiently leaving your 

floors clean and dry.

With the Clarke CA30 ™ 17E, you can expe-

rience the agility of a 17 inch wide cleaning 

path and the added convenience of a 65 foot 

safety yellow power cord to improve your 

cleaning productivity. Engineered for heavy 

daily use in a variety of commercial applica-

tions, the CA30 17E features a heavy-duty 

cast aluminum assembly housing a rounded 

squeegee that delivers quick, complete solu-

tion pick-up day in and day out.
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BATTERY MICRO 
SCRUBBER

VANTAGE 14

UPRIGHT
SCRUBBER

MA10™ 12E

For generations the mop and bucket was the only option for 

cleaning small spaces, but simply spreading dirt around is neither 

effective nor sanitary. This is why Clarke developed the MA10™ 

12E Upright Scrubber. Not only does its compact, lightweight de-

sign allow you to clean very tight areas, but its superior produc-

tivity gets the job done fast, giving you more time for other tasks.

Since the invention of the world’s first automatic scrubber in 
1953, Clarke® has continued to lead the industry in the design, 
development and production of the finest automatic scrubbers 
available. Today, Clarke® redefines the Automatic Scrubber with a 
focus on product development, increasing productivity, and
being environmentally responsible.

The 
Faster 

Way to 
Cleaner 

Floors

Never skip those hard-to-reach areas again. The Van-

tage 14’s integrated rotating deck enables complete 

scrubbing in both forward and backward directions, 

allowing operators to easily clean under and around 

obstacles. Simply push the machine forward; then 

when needed, easily flip the machine up to allow the 

deck to quickly rotate for reverse scrubbing opera-

tion. With fast and easy scrubbing and water pick-up 

in all directions, the Vantage 14 leaves a clean, dry 

surface to boost your facility’s appearance.



A Century of Clean.
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Address

NILFISK

240 SUPERIOR BLVD

MISSISSAUGA, ON

L5J 3V1

Phone & Fax

P: +1-866-668-8400

 

F: +1-905-565-1030

Mail & Web

M: info@nilfisk.com

 

W: www.advance-ca.com

NILFISK

9435 Winnetka Ave N,   

Brooklyn Park, MN 

55445, USA


